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Business Processes and Information Technology prepares students to effectively use, manage, and participate in the development of information technology applications in support of common business processes. The text focuses on the interconnections among an organization’s management, business processes, information systems, and information technology. An emphasis is given throughout the text to the governance, control, and security of business processes and information systems, especially underlying financial information systems. After studying this text, a student will walk away with an understanding of the foundation tools and knowledge required for the analysis, design, and control of IT-driven business processes using current and emergent technologies.

Unique Features of the Book

Business Processes and Information Technology takes a business process focus towards understanding and managing operations, information systems, and management/decision making in contemporary organizations. A wide range of information technologies in business processes are integrated throughout.

Three Themes Three themes connect our discussions to topics that are currently of great interest to business professionals. These themes are enterprise systems—such as those sold by SAP, JD Edwards, Oracle, and PeopleSoft; E-Business—including retail (Business-to-Consumer, or B2C) e-businesses such as Amazon.com and Business-to-Business (B2B) marketplaces such as Covisint.com (operated by auto manufacturers); and information technology—state-of-the-art hardware and software applications that keep an organization heading toward achievement of its objectives. Icons have been added to the text to identify discussions of these themes.

Enterprise systems are software packages designed to provide complete integration of an organization’s business information processing systems and all related data. Data is shared across the systems to support the operation and management of the organization. Enterprise systems are introduced in Chapter 3 and then discussed throughout the remainder of the text. For example, in Chapter 10 you will find a diagram that depicts how the order fulfillment process would be implemented with an enterprise system. Similar diagrams are also in the other business process chapters. Additionally, examples of screens from enterprise systems have been included throughout the text to demonstrate business process information acquisition and presentation in contemporary organizations.

E-Business is the application of electronic networks (including the Internet) to undertake business processes between organizations and either individuals or other organizations. E-business has created entirely new ways of working within and across organizations. For example, organizations are buying and selling goods and services at virtual marketplaces. This changes how organizations identify customers and select vendors. It changes the cost of acquiring goods from a vendor and the price they should charge their customers for their products. E-business and its closely related concept, e-commerce, are explained more fully in Chapter 4 and discussed throughout the remainder of the book.
Information Technology, indicated by the Technology icon at left, encompasses any hardware, software, or communications technology that might be adopted by an organization to support or control a business process, enable management decisions, or provide a competitive advantage. Technology icons signal that an electronic mechanism is being discussed that is either in wide use, representative of the state of the art, or advocated for business adoption in the near future.

We present emerging technology examples and other current topics in sidebars, which are typeset to make them stand out from the text. Since the unique design allows you to easily locate the sidebars within each chapter, you can read about a particular technology separate from the remainder of the chapter. There are three types of sidebars:

1. **Technology Insights** define and discuss a major topic. For example, Technology Insight 4.1 describes Extensible Markup Language (XML), a Web-based language that enables information to be easily shared over the Web.

2. **Technology Applications** present short examples—taken from actual practice—of technology in use. For example, Technology Application 10.2 describes real-world examples of e-business in global markets.

3. **Technology Excerpts** contain article reprints. For example, Technology Excerpt 7.2 summarizes experts’ criteria for selecting an application service provider (ASP). ASPs are external organizations that host, manage, and provide access to application software over the Internet to multiple customers.

The issues of governance, internal control, and security have received greater attention in the last few years as management has realized the importance of internal control to the effective governance of organizations and the IT that drives organizations. Enron, WorldCom, and 9/11 have brought these issues into the homes and offices of many of us. Chapter 8 introduces these topics, including such control frameworks as COSO and COBIT*, and pervasive exposures such as hacking and denial of service attacks. Chapter 9 introduces a specific control framework for use in analyzing business processes and discusses technology-related controls that are key to well-controlled business processes. The framework and controls from Chapters 8 and 9 are then applied in the business process chapters—Chapters 10 through 14.

**Documentation Tools** Chapter 2 includes a comprehensive coverage of how to read and prepare data flow diagrams (DFDs) and systems flowcharts. The chapter also describes how to read entity-relationship (E-R) diagrams (the drawing of E-R diagrams is covered in Chapter 3).

**Case Studies and Capsule Cases** Several short cases describe typical business processes at the end of Chapters 2, 10, 11, and 12. These process narratives provide ample opportunity for students to practice application of the various tools and techniques discussed in the book. Several capsule cases, adapted from actual real-world systems, may be found at the end of Chapters 10–12. These system descrip-

* The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) supports a framework for structuring control objectives. Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT) is a framework for control of advanced technology-based business information systems.
How This Textbook Presents Information Systems

This textbook is divided into five parts. Part I, Business Processes and IS Foundations, introduces IS, basic systems concepts, and documentation tools. Part II, Technology for Business Processes and IS, introduces the design and use of database management systems and reviews current advances in e-business and decision-making support technologies. Part III, Development of IS, presents the tools and techniques used to develop and implement information systems. Part IV, Internal Control for Business Processes and IS, introduces control concepts, pervasive controls, IT control processes, and technology-related application controls. Part V, Core Business Processes, presents views of IS application to support key business activities.

Part I Chapter 1 introduces information systems and relates them to key business process concepts with emphasis on the importance of these subjects to today's business professional. Information systems are described as key enablers of an organization's successful operation of its important business processes. Chapter 2 shows how to read and prepare documentation to portray aspects of a business process, including operational and information systems processes. The chapter consists of modular discussions that compartmentalize the coverage of reading versus preparing each type of documentation.

Part II Chapter 3 focuses on the issues surrounding the management of data storage, retrieval, and security in contemporary organizations. While the chapter includes an overview of traditional data file structures and data storage management, the primary emphasis of the chapter material is on relational database management systems. Chapter 4 describes the emergence of electronic business (e-business) and the radical change in organizational thinking that has resulted. The evolution of information processing to its contemporary emphasis on instantaneous recording, reporting, and accessibility of business information is described. Enabling technologies such as XML and advanced data communications networks are also explored. Chapter 5 examines the evolution of business intelligence and knowledge management and their role in supporting information systems initiatives. The nature of each of these strategic initiatives is explored as well as the development and use of each to support decision making.

Part III Chapter 6 introduces the systems development process as an activity that must be undertaken successfully for an organization to effectively reengineer its business processes and make effective use of information technology. The initial phases in systems development—the feasibility study and systems analysis—are described. Chapter 7 explores several alternative sources for the development and acquisition of hardware and software. In addition, the final phases in systems development process—design and implementation—are described.

Part IV Chapter 8 explores the importance of effective management and control of IT in contemporary corporate governance. Control frameworks such as COSO and
COBIT are introduced. These can provide management, business process owners, and other interested parties assurance that an organization’s essential business processes and information technology resources are directed at achieving organizational objectives. Chapter 9 presents a detailed framework for the analysis of internal control. Physical implementations are used as contexts for discussing controls that are typically applied in business processes.

**Part V** Chapters 10 through 14 describe the typical business processes found in a variety of organizations. For each process, there is a description of the organizational context (e.g., departments, managers), the business operations being performed (e.g., order fulfillment, revenue collection), information for decision making, and IT typically applied in support of these elements. In addition, these chapters also describe the management processes that will ensure achievement of the organization’s objectives for each process, including the nature, functions, purpose, control goals, and control plans for both the operations process and its information process.

**To The Student**

To be successful in this course and with this text, we ask you to accept that in this field there are no right and wrong answers. You will be asked to solve problems—that is, to identify what the problem is, to consider alternative solutions, to select a solution, and then to defend your choice.

Another measure of success will be your ability and willingness to accept change as the only real constant in life and to prepare yourself to deal with change in your career. Because technology is rapidly outdated, learning facts about the current state of affairs will pay dividends only in the short run. What’s important for your long-term success is that, at the university, you “learn how to learn,” and that you continue to learn for the rest of your life. This text can help you to learn how to learn about information technology and business processes.

**Instructional Supplements**

Our text includes the following supplemental materials to assist the student and the instructor:

- **The Instructor’s Resource Manual** includes chapter overview, outline, and teaching suggestions.
- **The Test Bank** will include a variety of types of questions including true/false, multiple-choice, short answer, and problems. An electronic test bank, ExamView, is also available so that instructors can easily customize their tests.
- **A Solutions Manual** providing all answers to in-text problems is available to instructors.
- **PowerPoint** slides cover all major concepts and key terms and are presented in an appealing way designed to hold students’ interest.
Preface

- We also invite you to visit the Web site for this text at http://gelinas.swlearning.com. Here you will find additional materials as well as the Instructor's Resource Manual, the Solutions Manual, and the PowerPoint slides.

We trust that you will find the teaching package both flexible and enjoyable to use. We earnestly solicit your feedback on both the text and the ancillaries and appreciate knowing your criticisms and suggestions for improving the materials. In turn, we stand ready to respond to any questions or problems you may encounter. Please feel free to contact us through Thomson Learning/South-Western, directly through our academic institutions, or through our respective e-mail addresses: ugelinas@bentley.edu, steve.sutton@business.uconn.edu, and jfedorowicz@bentley.edu. We wish you success. Enjoy!
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